
Aware®



Designed so you can do more with time.
As companies evolve, their meeting and learning spaces must adapt and  
work with everyday needs. That’s why Allsteel designed a more flexible and 
comprehensive collection of active learning furniture. The Aware collection of 
tables, credenzas, and marker boards offers a timeless design that serves both 
today’s needs and tomorrow’s vision.

Take learning to a new level with Aware.



Laminate and edge: Charcoal Walnut  Paint: Silver  Seating upholstery: Black Leather 
Mesh carrier (mesh): Titanium (Lustre)  Frame finish: White 

COVER
Laminate and edge: Natural Walnut  Paint: Silver

Laminate and edge: Charcoal Walnut  Paint: Silver  Seating upholstery: Black Leather 
Mesh carrier (mesh): Titanium (Lustre)  Frame finish: White

COVER
Laminate and edge: Natural Walnut  Paint: Silver
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Setting the table for change.
Today’s corporate training room can take many forms, including lectures, brainstorms, 
and breakouts – sometimes requiring multiple transformations in a single day. Whether 
you’re planning for an hour-long meeting or an aggressive all-day agenda with various 
room changes, the Aware collection can easily create the space you need right now  
and adapt to create the space you’ll need in a few hours.

9:00 am

12:00 pm

Laminate and edge: Beigewood  Paint: Silver  Seating shell: Surf  
Mesh carrier (mesh): Black (Dusk)  Frame finish: Silver



9:00 am

3:45 pm 5
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Solutions that fit how you learn. 
Whether it’s corporate or higher education, Aware fits your learning needs. With a wide  
variety of tables, credenzas, and marker boards in many shapes and sizes, the Aware collection 
provides design flexibility to achieve your organization’s training objectives.



A table for 
every purpose.
No matter what size, shape, or form your learning 
event takes, Aware tables help your space do 
more. They provide ample worksurface, the 
flexibility to create numerous setups with a 
wide range of shapes, the convenience of built-in 
power, and the versatility of folding or flip-top 
designs for compact storage.

TOP LEFT
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)  Paint: Silver  Seating upholstery: 
Trisect Tangelo  Seating shell: White  Frame finish: Silver 

BOTTOM LEFT
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)  Paint: Silver  Seating upholstery: 
Appoint Seating Framboise  Seating shell: Summit  Frame finish: Silver

TOP RIGHT
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)  Paint: Brilliant White  Seating upholstery: 
Inertia Regatta  Back carrier (3D knit): White (Dimension™ Regatta)  Frame finish: 
Titanium 
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More ways to 
serve your space.
Aware credenzas create a more comfortable and 
productive learning environment, serving the needs 
of your attendees. Whether you need an area for 
AV equipment, remote controls, cold beverages, 
books, or recycling, Aware credenzas configure to 
your needs.

Buffet Credenza: Built to serve, inside and out. 

The 24" depth offers enough room to store two waste containers, 
a mini-refrigerator, or a pullout AV rack.



Recycle Credenza: Discard and recycle in style. 

Available in either 36" or 40" widths, the recycle 
unit houses two or three 25-gallon waste or recycling 
containers. The clean design complements the 
buffet credenza for a consistent aesthetic inside 
and outside the active learning room.
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Aware helps you leave your mark. 
Allsteel’s Aware collection offers two marker board solutions  
for capturing the next great idea. Mobile and wall-hung boards  
are available in both glass and porcelain. Both offer a smooth  
writing surface that is easy to clean and erase. And their neutral  
aesthetics complement the design of any room. 

Wall-hung boards are designed to easily attach 
to a solid wall without exposed hardware for an 
integrated appearance.

Two-sided mobile marker boards support collaborative 
activities, wherever they happen.



Smart features for a smart space. 
Many details were considered to create products that help learning environments 
function efficiently.

Mobile marker board design allows for 
space-saving nesting and storage. 

Buffet credenza drawer and shelves 
offer convenient access to versatile 
storage space.

Space for a mini-refrigerator extends 
your credenza’s versatility.

Recycle credenza accommodates 
large 25-gallon containers, purchased 
separately.

Plug-ins for powering up are available 
when you need it.

Optional tray attaches to front of board 
for easy access to markers and eraser.

Natural passive ventilation on credenza 
top and bottom allows air to flow 
continuously and effortlessly.

The angled V-leg provides extra 
legroom at the end of the table.

Credenza wire manager, accessible with 
a removable back, keeps cords hidden 
and accommodates easy pull-through.

LEFT
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)  Paint: Silver  Seating upholstery: Intertia 
Regatta  Back carrier (3D knit): White (Dimension Regatta)  Frame finish: Titanium 
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©2015 Allsteel Inc.
Allsteel and Aware are registered 
trademarks and CPU Hammock, 
Dimension and Fluid Form are 
trademarks. Indoor Advantage is 
a trademark of SCS Global Services. 
level is a registered trademark of 
BIFMA International.Form # A8183.C1 (08/15) Printed in USA

This FSC-certifi ed paper 
contains 10% post-consumer 
recycled content.

Allsteel Inc.
Muscatine, Iowa 52761-5257

allsteeloffi ce.com

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture 
industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council. 
Aware is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2 
certified product.

TABLES

Rectangle Trapezoid Crescent Polygon Half-Round Pie Connector*

Pie connector table depths: 24" and 30" with 90° angle"
Pie connector table attaches with brackets.

 

Aware Statement of Line

Modesty Panels Ganging Bracket Universal Hook Interlink I.Q. 
Modules

Power/Data Port Wire Trough Wire Manager 
Cover

CPU
Hammock™

Table Truck

CREDENZAS

3-Bay Buffet* 2-Bay Buffet** 3-Bay Recycle 2-Bay Recycle

CREDENZA ACCESSORIES

Rack Shelf Grommet Drawer Pull-Out Waste

SURFACE FINISHES AND EDGES

Laminate Fluid Form™ Veneer

Flat T-Mold Knife Eased Square

All surface finishes and edges are not available on all tables. Please see price list for availability by product.

Buffet credenza depth: 24" widths: 48" and 72" height: 34" Recycle credenza depth: 20" widths: 36" and 57" height: 40"
Removable back right and left panels.
Available with removable back left panel or removable back right panel. Buffet credenza available with or without grommet. 
25-gallon containers sold separately.

 
MARKER BOARDS*

Wall-Hung Mobile Marker Board Tray

Wall-hung marker board dimensions (HxW): 36"x 48", 48"x 48", 48"x 60", 48" x 72" , 48" x 96" Mobile marker board dimensions (HxW): 50"x 36", 50"x 48", 72"x 36", 72"x 48", 72"x 60"**
Available in porcelain or glass.  
Available in porcelain only.

 

Rectangle D 18", 24", 30", 36" W 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72"

Trapezoid D 24" W 60"

Crescent D 30" W 85"

 Polygon D 30" W 66"

 Half-Round D 24", 30", 36" W 48", 60", 72"

Nesting and Fixed Tables with T-legs

Rectangle D 24" and 30" W 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72"

Trapezoid D 30" W 72"

Crescent D 24" W 70"

 Polygon D 24" W 55"

 Half-Round D 24" and 30" W 48" and 60"

Nesting and Fixed Tables with V-legs

*

TABLE ACCESSORIES

**

*
**

*


